Louisiana civil court practice and procedure is covered by the Code of Civil Procedure and rules of the District Courts, Courts of Appeal, and Supreme Court. Criminal court practice is governed by the Code of Criminal Procedure and the court rules.

**CIVIL PRACTICE**

**Forms (at Reserve Desk)**


Kohn, Susan B., Denise M. Pilié, *Louisiana Civil Practice Forms*, Thomson/West, annual.


Schlosser, Gail, *Louisiana Elements of an Action*, Thomson/West, annual. NEW!

**Commentary (at Reserve Desk)**


**Electronic Forms**

*Thomson/Gale Legal Forms*, accessible on the public desktop computers located at the library. Click the InfoTrac/forms icon, and then click on legal forms. Many are Louisiana-specific.

**Statutes and Rules (at Reserve Desk)**


Judges and Judicial Procedure: Title 13 (Vol. 8) of the Louisiana Revised Statutes.


*Louisiana Rule of Court: Federal*, Thomson/West annual.

For the most up-to-date Louisiana court rules, go to [www.lasc.org](http://www.lasc.org), and then click the Court Rules tab.

**CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE (at Reserve Desk)**

*West’s Statutory Criminal Law and Procedure*, Thomson/West, annual.

